
 

 

 

 

 Our Mission:  To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball. 

Minutes of the Monday, November 13, 2017 Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Location: 150 West 28 Street, Suite 404 / New York, New York 10011 
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Meeting Attendance 

 

Trevor Cano – President     Mark Liu – Director  
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary    vacant – Director1   

Michael Hess – Treasurer     John Wetsell – Director  

Patrick So – VP of Division Play    Alan Amechazurra – Past President 

Leah Hughey – VP of Training*    Josh Christensen – Past President  

Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach  Seth Eichenholtz – Past President 

David Fredericks – Director     Lew Smith – Past President 

Joe Hemsing – Director         Jacob Rossmer – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting) 

 

*Attended by phone 

Bold = Present 

 

Other Gotham Leaders Present: Greg Rubin (Tournaments & Open Play Leadership Group) 
  

 

I. Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:28 PM 

 

II. Approval of Minutes – August 2017 -- Seth moves to approve the minutes, Alan seconds.  Motion 

passes by acclamation. 

 

III. Public Comment – Greg Rubin is present, but will contribute later in the meeting. 

 

IV. Officers’ Reports 

 

a. President – Trevor thanked Eric and Lew for filling in while he was travelling abroad. 

 

 

b. Vice President of Division Play – No report.     

 

c. Vice President of Training – Leah reports everything is going well and we’re getting good 

feedback about Power.  There was one incident regarding a player in Team Power that has now 

been resolved. PowerPlay is working out very well this season. 

 

d. VP of Activities and Outreach – Max was not present.  Trevor reported that we made more than 

$300 at the weeknight Bake Off and more than $400 at the weekend Bake Off.  The Board 

reviewed the Activities and Outreach Leadership Group minutes.  Mark noted the upcoming 

Healthy Eating program with Gotham member Susan D’Addario and wondered whether the group 

considered similar programs for other members.  Susan has presented in the past, but there is some 

                                                           
1 Former Director Keith Myers resigned from the Board of Directors, effective October 13, 2017.  
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concern about the degree to which this program promotes her personal business endeavors when 

other members are not given similar opportunities.  Overall, however, the Board defers to the 

AOLG on this.  Seth said he was happy to see the AOLG discussing how much programming is 

“too much” and thinks they are doing a good job reviewing their work.  Another Shopping Night 

has been scheduled at Maline+Goetz, and the Board assumes the new vetting process is in place.  

 

 

e. Secretary – No report.     

 

f. Treasurer – Mike inquired about the status of the dues waiver policy, noting the Board had agreed 

to clarify whether Leaders not participating in Gotham need to pay the membership fee and what 

to do with leaders entitled to two dues credits, but only participating in one program that exceeds 

the cost of a single dues credit.   Trevor said he and Lew will work on it.  

 

Mike circulated the latest budget and reported we are in good shape.  Seth noted that as we 

approach our goal of achieving an appropriate level of reserve funds (one year of operating costs), 

we should talk about what to do with any excess, such as a CD.  Mike would also like to discuss 

consolidating bank accounts. 

 

V. Old Business 

 

a. Fall Tryout Wrap-up – The remainder of tryouts went smoothly.  Jacob asked if we could give 

Captains their players’ e-mails when they draft the players so they can manually send out the e-

mails to their team if the system crashes.  The obstacle here is that the same system that generates 

the e-mails is the one we would use to generate a list of e-mail address for the Captains.  Seth 

suggested we print out a contact list for everyone who registered before tryouts as a backup so we 

can access the addresses if the system goes down. 

 

Leah suggested we make the first round of skills-based tryouts to one hour.  Seth asked whether 

we could make call time at 9 AM and start earlier to accommodate this, as Captains sometimes 

have to stay as late as 8 PM now.      

 

We also discussed returning to prearranged tryouts to try and reduce the wait time for players.  

Trevor noted when Clovis and Eric tried this previously, it was incredibly time consuming and 

administratively challenging.  Eric noted he had to take a day off from work to spend the whole 

day dealing with it, and when people got their assigned court, they wanted to switch to a different 

time.   

 

Trevor mentioned we are also considering combining Division 9-10 on the same day as Power 

tryouts as had been done in the past.  Leah strongly objected to such change, noting that it was 

incredibly difficult for those running Power when tryouts are structured like that.  Leah would like 

to have further discussion offline before making any decision.   

 

b. Scheduling Issues – Because of the tightness of the season, we scheduled a back to back weekend 

on November 11 and 12.  Rustin then needed to cancel one Saturday, which caused us to create a 

second back to back weekend.  There were some issues with the workflow on the rescheduling and 

Trevor is working on how to better manage that.  Mark raised a concern that Division 

Representatives, when confronted with concerns from the membership, dismissed those concerns 

by saying “It’s just gay volleyball.”  Mark noted this is very dismissive and not the right way to 
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address concerns.  He asked that Trevor relay these concerns to Patrick.  Eric agreed that this was 

a problem, and felt that having Patrick convey this feedback might not be enough.  Eric felt the 

Board should make sure we should also be conveying this.  Eric noted that requiring all this 

information to be conveyed solely through the VP/LG chairs can cretate a communication 

bottleneck that prevents some information to get through to LG members.  Eric said make sure are 

getting Division Representatives more involved in Board and Committee discussions so they are 

more cognizant of our overall vision and communications strategy.  

 

Lew said that the tight schedule is a sign that we should seriously rethink the length of our 

seasons.  We may not have enough time in the calendar for twelve week seasons given that the 

schools cancel on us one to two weeks a season and will have to consider whether to shorten 

seasons.  

 

c. Tournaments and Open Play Eligibility – Joe and Greg explained the new eligibility rubric to the 

Board.  Open Play is essentially the same.  Members will be able to play in any Open Plays that 

cover their Division and Power Class.  Seth asked why Division 7 and 8 have more Open Play 

opportunities than any other Division.  Joe believes it is a combination of them being at the middle 

of the offering rubric as well as demand.  The Board then discussed the alignment.  The concerns 

expressed is that Divisions 7 & 8 are the only Divisions with four different Open Play options, the 

only Divisions that can play two nights on some weeks and the only Divisions given a regular 

Open Play offering so narrowly tailored to them.  Eric thanked the Leadership Group for their 

work on this and noted he feels it’s the most logical divide.  Eric explained that when the current 

alignments were created in Summer 2016, the levels were aligned mostly based on the high 

demand for Open Play from Divisions 7 & 8. Eric explained that it was always kind of harsh to 

divide off Divisions 9 and 10 in the way we did, but that the demand justified the alignment.  Eric 

agrees the alignment is growing less justified from a talent perspective, and as the tryout demand 

and selectivity of Divisions 9 and 10 grow each season, and we may need to revisit this at some 

point in the future.    

 

The Friendship Tournament alignment uses the opposite criteria.  The participation is justified by 

Power class and NAGVA rating and then Division.  There are also team eligibility criteria for each 

team.  You can have up to two players “up/down” on your team, so there is some flexibility, but 

eligibility will be more strictly enforced.  We will be extending the sign up period for Friendship 

Tournaments so that members have more time to set up their teams and provide rosters. 

 

VI. New Business 

 

a. Tryout Survey Preliminary Analysis – Eric reviewed the top level results from the tryout survey 

and data analysis.  Eric reported that our process works well and the Leadership’s work is highly 

regarded.  Eric noted that since tryouts are generally good, the main take away should be that 

radical change is not needed.  That being said, it does look like we can improve the process with 

some reforms. 

 

The main challenge shown by the tryout data is the fact that Gotham’s interest exceeds capacity, 

which makes it more difficult to have an inclusive environment.  The data shows “stress points” at 

Divisions 5, 7, 8 and 9, where interest is unusually high and the selection rate is unusually low.  

Division 7 is the highest stress point, with almost ¾ of those trying out for Division 7 not being 

selected. Divisions 4 and 6 seem to be Divisions that are underutilized because members self-

select out of those Divisions.  Eric explained some possible reasons for this, Division 5 is the 
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highest weekend Division so that Division has many players tryout who do not want to play on 

weekdays but could give their talent level.  Seth and Mark noted that Division 7 may be 

overutilized because it gives access to so many different Open Plays and Tournaments.  Eric said 

that appears to be the case as there has been a trend of players staying in Division 7, not trying out 

for higher Divisions but playing in both B and C level events.  The TOPLG is going to work on 

addressing this and Spring Fling eligibility may be tweaked.    Eric said the Board may also wish 

to consider more gym space to create programming to ease these stress points.  

 

Eric then reviewed the survey.  About 26% of all people who tried out took the survey, and there 

was a fairly representative sample.  The survey was mostly positive.  Even members who were not 

pleased with the outcome of their tryouts gave overall good ratings.  Skills based tryouts seem to 

be preferred at all levels.   Leah was given extensive praise for her work on the tryouts.  There was 

a lot of concerns expressed about what the membership perceived as “pre-selection” of players 

(members who don’t show to tryouts and are picked).  Eric noted that anecdotally, some Captains 

seem to discourage players from coming to tryouts when they want to pick them.  Seth reminded 

the Board that doing so is a Sportsmanship violation.  Eric noted there are ways to achieve more 

accountability for this, such as asking players who cannot come to tryouts to explain why they will 

be absent and confirm it is not at the request of a Captain to avoid other Captains seeing the 

player. 

 

Eric reviewed some proposed changes suggested by the survey participants.  Eric has started 

analyzing some of them and some, such as term limits for Captains, do not appear to be effective 

solution.   

 

Eric will next review the results with the DPLG and obtain their feedback and report back to the 

Board. 

 

b. Gotham Census – the Census working group, which includes various Board members as well as 

Gotham Members Mikey Figliulo and Tom Lewkowitz, have come up with the new census that 

will be administered with the end of season elections.  Trevor hopes to have rough “big picture” 

data ready for the retreat. 

 

c. Leadership Retreat – Leaders are RSVPing for the January retreat and we will have a good mix of 

leaders there.  The purpose will be to discuss the vision of Gotham as well as long term planning.  

We will also go through what it means to be a Gotham Leader. 

 

VII. Reports 

 

a. Communications & Social Media – No report. 

 

b. Elections and Nominations – The vacant Director position has more than a year left on its term, so 

we must run a special election to fill it.  The special election will be run with the Fall End of 

Season elections and Gotham Census.  For the Director and Spring Captain elections, we will be 

creating a Candidate Forum on the website to give all candidates an equal and fair opportunity to 

make a pitch for their candidacy.  The tradeoff is we will not be permitting any other election 

posts on Gotham social media, including Gotham Volleyball .  Nominations will open 

November 20 and run through 5 PM on December 8.  The election will be held from December 10 

(at noon) through December 13 (at 5 PM). 
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c. Grievance – Joe Hom dropped off of his team because of a changed schedule and the request was 

denied in keeping with precedent.  There was an incident at the Welcome Social where one 

member treated another member inappropriately, but the members mediated the dispute on their 

own subsequently.  There was also an issue of unsportsmanlike behavior in Division 1 that was 

successfully mediated.   

 

d. Tournaments and Open Play – The LG will discuss implementation of the elgibility criteria at next 

meeting.  The Gotham Cares Mixer, run jointly by the TOPLG and the AOLG, is December 3.  

The Drag Tournament was a success.   

 

e. Historian – No report. 

 

f. Operations – GLOD reporting has been great this season.  Lew is creating a master list of gym 

space.  We need to be careful about misusing school property, as Gotham members accidentally 

used clothes in the school’s lost and found to clean a wet floor.  Trevor and Lew will meet with 

Rustin next Wednesday to discuss what they would like from us as a donation. 

 

g. Social and Community – Trevor registered Gotham’s pride team.  We will be marching this year 

with a vehicle, but no float.  Lew noted Pride 2019 will be especially busy, so we may not be able 

to get a float permit then as well. 

 

h. Strategic Planning –Seth would like our 501(c)(3) application filed by the end of the calendar year. 

 

i. Coaching – Matchmaking went well. 

 

j. Webmaster/Website Update – No report. 

 

VIII. Announcements – Lew won All-Star in his first B tournament in 11 years.  Eric, Seth and Michael are 

going on a Cruise with their family starting this Saturday. Trevor thanked everyone again, and he’s 

looking forward to his next trip to Tokyo and Seoul. 

 

IX. Adjournment – Mark moves to adjourn, seconded by Dave.  Motion passes by acclimation.  

Meeting adjourned at 9:48 PM.  

 

  


